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1. MOTIVATION

Seismic networks provide the primary technology for monitoring compliance with a
comprehensive test ban treaty. The design goal of the network is the identification of possibly
clandestine explosions detonated below the earth’s surface and possible in the oceans.
Complemental technologies such w infrasonic, hydrcmcoustic and radionuclide (particulate and
noble gases) monitoring supplement the seismic monitoring covering explosions in the atmosphere
and oceans. Seismic sources that will produce detectable signals will be both natural and man
made in origin. Naturally occurring events include earthquakes, many of which are beneath the
oceans or deeper than it ~s possible to drill, and volcanic eruptions. Accurate locations of such
events to depths of beyond 10 km precludes consideration of these events further. Man made or
induced events include the great range of different applications of conventional explosives for
mining znd excavation, rock burst and collapses associated with underground mining operations
and induced earthquakes associated with the injection of fluids into the crust, often in secondm-y
oil recovery. Each of these different man made sources are shallow enough in depth that simple
locations will not be sufficient to identify the source type (this also holds for shallow earthquakes).
The rest of event identification relies on distinguishing features of the seismic waveforms, possibly
in conjunction with other monitoring technologies, for source identification. This paper will focus
upon problems or ambiguities that can arise in the identification process for chemical explosions.
The recent Non-Proliferation Experiment has focused attention upon the problem of distinguishing
with seismic measurements a contained nuclear explosion from a chemical explcsion. The number
of ambiguous events identified by a monitoring system can only be quantified through the testhg
of a monitoring system such as the Group of Scientific Experts Technical Test 3. Procedures for
minimizing such event; and developing an information/experience base [o decrease ambiguities
with time is needed. This problem approach could include the lqtilization of supplementary data,
active experiments and international information exchanges or fact finding visits.
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2. KEY QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED

A. How many mining explosions prodwe seismograms at regional
distances that will have to be detected, located and ultimately
identiJed by the National Data Center (NDC)17 W’hat are the
waveform charucieristics of these particular mini~g :xplosions ?

Mining explosions lhat produce relatively large magnitudes (mb > 2.5) are of most concern in the
nuclear explosion monitoring progra,m particularly when considered in conjunction with a
decoupling scenario. There have been few systematic studies of the relationship between total
explosive yield in milling explosions and regional magnitude, thus it is diff~cult to assess the
possible size of the mine monitoring problem. In addition to the total size of the mining explosion,
the mining practices used to detonate the explosions and rubblize the rock are known to affect
regional seismograms. It has been proposed that all mining explosions over a given mag[,itude
should be pre-announcec! further motivating the establishment of the relationship between
magnitude ard yield for the m;ning blasts. Bob Blandford (AFTAC) has completed a preliminary
study of the relationship between yield and regional magnitude in Scandinavia. This ~tudy of
events around mamritude 2.5 seems to indicate that there is no relationshb between maenitude and
:xplosive yielJ aswshowrr in Figure 1.
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This plot of magnitude versus mining explosion yield appm flat although there is signiiican~
scatter at any prticular yield. Supplementary data about these blasts such as the b]asting pattern or
the material in which the blasts were detonated is needed.

In order to illustrate the impcmtance of near-source information in interpreting such plots, we have

produced a plot of L amplitude around 1 Hz at the LLNL regional station ELK from NTS
explosions with totaf’yield less than 500tons, sirnilarto the size of the blasts in Blandford’s study
(Figure 2).

ELK Lg DATA (Yield< 500 tons)
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Figure 2: l,og of I,g Amplitude Cuniei-ed al I IIz (1}1.K) \crsus Yic[d i’or N’I’s
Explosions With Yield 1.USS‘lhm 500 ‘1’ons

This data set also shows a good deal of scatter over the range of interest and little charwe in
amplitude with increasing y=ld. Extensive magnitude-yield s~udies at NTS using broader ~ield
ranges and accounting for material properties around the explosions as well as explosive
configuration have shown strong yield effects.

Mine monitoring experiments might be designed to provide information similar to that found to be
necessary to quantify yield effects at NTS. Thus conventiorlal explosive source couphng could be
placed on a consistent basis with the nuclear explosion data.

Bill Lcith (USGS) has begun a preliminary analysis of regional magnitudes from mining
explosions in the US. He finds that one or two mb 3.5 events pei week may occur in this region
with many more evcnls at lower magnitudes (Table 1).
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As noted in this table. there are several different reftional maenitude measures ‘e130rted.
Comparison of the diffeent event magnitudes and relation t; explosive”yield and characteristics thus
becomes problematic. These magnitude measures need to be linked to the common teleseismic mb
scale in order to assess the effects of blasting practices.

These results are supported by a similar study conducted in Australia and reported to the
Conference on D;sarma.ment cm June 10, 1994. Unfortunately, again Iiide or no information has
been collected to identi~ the source characteristics of the mine blasts that nroduce the largest
regional signals. Both these studies illustrate the need for quantitative infoxmat cm about the blasts
possibly gathered at the site of the explosions.

B. Can discrimin~tion techniques based on empirical stuaies be placed
on a firm physical basis so that they can be applied to other regions
where we have little monitoring experience? With this information,
can evasion capabilities be assessed in a region?

A number of discriminants have been suggested for mining explosions including the relative

excitation of P and S phases, fundamental mode surface wave generation and spectral scalloping.
The physical cause of these different discriminants are probably a result of the proximity of the
sources to the free surface, the exact spatial and tempcral characteristics of the ensemble of
explosions in the blast and the rubblization of the near-surface materials by the explosions. None
of the discriminants have been found to work in all environments and under all blasting conditions,
in fact in mosl cases little is known about the processes in the source region.

There is strong evidence for great variability in blasting practices around the world. Figure 3
illustrates this point with four video frames from a Iargc mining blast in Southern Russia. Onc can

sec [he effuc[s of the unslemmed holes and resulting large air blast signal.
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In order to msess the effectiveness of the discriminants and investigate ways in which the source
characteristics could be controller! by the tester and thus used in an evasive regime, a physical
understanding of the source is needed. ‘f%e approach found to be successful in separating such
physical processes in the case of large, single explosions WW,demonstrated during Ac recent Non-
Proliferation Experiment with the combination of near-source and regional seismic observations.
Figure 4 demonstrates how blasting processes (as determined in the near-source ~egion) can affect
regional discrirninants, in this case spectra.t scalloping. The hrst spectra displayeQ in this figure
(upper right) is that expected from the designed ripple-fired explosion (upper left) showing the
characteristic spectral holes at 4, 10 and 20 Hz. The exact firing times of the individual explosions
were experimentally determined with high speei photography and velocity of detonation
measurements (lower left). The spectra from the actual detonation times is shown at the bottom
right portion of the figure. The variability of the detonation times of the individual explosions
destroys the spectral holes while maintaining the width of the low frequency lobe, representative of
the total blast d~-ation. This example illustrates that in this particular mining operatiofi one would
not expect the predicteti spectral scalloping to work as a discriminant. Experiments which combine
near-source and regional seismic observations as well as supplementary source information will
allow the quantification of successful discriminants and determine the applicability ~f these tools in
other environments.

C. Can large scale chemica~ explosion” (possibly mining explosions)
be used to calibrate source and props: ;~tion paih effects to regional
stations ? Can source depth of burial ant? decoupling effects be
studied in such ~ controlled environment?

Anomalms events will &of significa It concern under a CTBT. The probability that such events
might be a clandestine test will have to be assessed arid communicated. Possible source or
propagation path effects could be responsible for identifying an event as anomalous. The use of
lar~e, chemical explosions to calibrate p: opagrition path effects (including depth of burial) could
provide a mechanism for dealing with these unusual events,

3. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

Quantifying mining blasts in terms of their characteristics and importance as sot~rces of significant
regional signals is the goal of tills study. Exprimenta! design is constrained by these goals and
requires a combination of near-source and regional observations of different types in ofder to make
an m’mrnbiguous assessment of the important source prwesses and their contribution tG regionai
signal. The components of the experiment are described. A prototype experiment along with some
implications are described in an available video, The Physical Inrerpretalion of Mining Explosions
as Sources of Seismic Waves.

Regional signals from these sources are the data tha; will have to be interpreted under an operative
C’TBT. These seismic signals form the foundation of the experiments. Unfoflunately, the
prqxigation paths to the regioml stations at hundreds to thousands of kilometers can be quite
complex and thus it is not always possible to unambiguously separate source from propagation
effects. In order to facilitate this separation, the experiments have a near-regional and near-source
insh-umentation component to document the generation and propagation of the seismic energ;l.
~igurc 5 illustrates tfie near-regional instrumentation component.
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Velocity instruments with digital event reeordms and GPS clocks are deployed I{; quantify the
transition of the wavefield from what is labeled as the soulce array out to tens of kilorne[ers. In
addition to the seismic instru nentation, we have found it useful to use both Hi-8 video and iiigh
s~~d film. to document the blasting practices, in particular the timing of the indi’:idual explosions.
Zoomin2 i.lto the source array we find ourselves documenting the processes ~.hatarc [Aing place in
an area several hundred meters square as shown in Figure 6.

In order to complete a broad band characterization of the source proces-es at a dis~ance with the
least contamination from propagation path effects, an array of force-balance accelerometers is
deployed around the source (the source consists of four rows of explosives, each with four
cylindrical borehoks). In addition to the seismic instrumentation, the three-dimensional
characteristics of the test bed is surveyed (in this example the structure is dominated by the vertical
face of the mine wall).

Critical to quantifying the coupling of energy into the ground from the explosions and its
propagation is an understanding of the near-source material properties. An important part of this
material property determination is the completion of P and S refiactionkfktion surveys of the test
bed as indic~td-in Fi~ure 7.

Exploration sources for both P and S waves are used to couple energy into the near surface
materials where the explosive will be detonated. Geophones are pla=ed at close intervals (o
determine the velocities of the near surface materials and in some instances the dispersion of
shallow surface waves.
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4. MINE MONITORING RESULTS

Vlf.)liO PROCL,SSING:
In order to assess the spatial and temporal effeets of Lypicalmining explosions, work has focuw d
on the utilization of standard Hi-8 video recordings of mine blasts. Video records fron. the blasts
are digitized utilizing a Galileo video capture card and a SG! Indigo 2. The nominal %anw rate is
30 frarnesls although each image is composed of two interlaced frames sampled 1/60s apart. De
interlacing of the signals provides 16.67 ms sampling of the blast.

Typically the camera is fielded close to the txplosion in order to provide maximum resolution of
source prmesses. As a result, the camera experknces ground motiori strong enough to blur near-
by objects. A procedure that utilizes distant fixed points in the image is introduced that separates
the camera motion from the image. Near-source ground motions were recovered from these shots
using standard velocity and aerderation gauges. Combining the ground motion dara, camera
motion. digital video images and relative time into a single visualization provides the opportunity
for interpreting the relationship between souu region processes and the resulting ground motions.

SINGLE SHOT ANALYSIS:
A number of single, cylindrical sources were detonated in order to begin the i]mstigation of the
differences between spherical and cylindrical sources and quantify the effect of the free face in
fimt of the explosion on the radiated waveform... The example displayed in Figure 8 records used
emulsion explosives with a total weight of 653 lb. The burden was 18-22 ft and the depth of the
borehole w~ 27 ft.

—



In order to quantify the source processes of such a mining explosion and correlate [hem with the
ground motion field, the process sleps described earlier were employed. Four frames from the
explosion separated by 500 msec are displayed. The camera motion is given in the bottom center
of each frame while the time of the image is represented by the vertical bar. These images along

with those in the video emphasize he suong contribution of the direct shock from the explosion to
the radiated wavefield. The actual ground motions recorded near the camem (Figure 8), despite the
undamped nature of the camera tripod, are completed before any of the material cast into the mine
impacts the mine floor.

MULTIPLE SHOT ANALYSIS:
A four by four array of cylindrical sources were ripple-fwed using typical blasting materials and
practices. Source meawwments included high speed film, velocity of detonation, Hi-8 video,
mound acceleration and velocitv. These data are used to Droduce an intemated visualization of the
~urce processes in Figure 9. These results are animated in the available ~ideo.

Figure 9: Combined elfrcts of individutil explo:;if~ns detonation time (upper Jcft ].
near-regional scisn]ogrtii~]s (upper right) and blasl (lower cunlcr)

Because of the 500 ms downhole delays in each hole and the variances associated with these
detonators, large differences between ;he designed and observed detonation times for each hole
were documented (Figure 4). The spectral holes above 4 Hz that are predicted by the designed
shooti Vg pattern disappear for the actual pattern as a result. The only thing that remains similar
Mw%n the design and actual :hooting pattern is the total duration of the source. The second point
thak can be documented with the visualizations is the relative timing between the observed
waveforms dnd tht matcl ial response around the explosions. The impulse of the individual
explosions can be Seen in the P waves while the latter, longer period surface waves are complete
before the cast or spalled material re-impack. These images and those from the single explosion
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argue that the spallcclor cast material has hule contribution to the lime domain representation of the
near-source waveforms.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Need for magnitude-yield relations for mining explosions with
link to US testing experience.

Many different types of mining blasts. Need to assess impact on
coupling and discrimination.

Integration of multiple data types utilizing visualization tools
provides means for assessing important processes in generation
of seismic waves. Cast or spalled material has little
contribution to near-source seismograms.

The great variability of lypical US detonators (with large
downhole delays) leads to complex spectral effects. Total
duration of shot is less affected.

High frequency (> 5 Hz) spectral scalloping due to source
detonation times is easily destroyed by typical US blasting
practices in soft rock.
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